
KETCHUP BIKINI

MAYO BIKINI

MOJiTO BIKINI

BLOODY MARY BIKINI

VG BiG MAC BIKINI

VG HAPPY KiNG MEAL BIKINI

VG HAPPY QUEEN MEAL BIKINI

SANGRiA BIKINI

PERFECT FiT BIKINI

Texturized orange bikini featuring a checked pattern. Triangle shape top with a 
square piece in the center, the thin straps can be adjusted to your size using the 
buckles. The bottom is a Brazilian half panties than can also be placed on your hips.

Texturized lavender and navy blue color bikini featuring a checked pattern. 
Triangle shape top with a square piece in the center, the thin straps can be adjusted 
to your size using the buckles. The bottom is a Brazilian half panties which can also 
be placed on your hips.

Texturized navy blue bikini, the fabric holds your “love handles” thanks to a non-elastic
 fabric which gives you a fit body shape. The halter top is featuring thick straps that 
provides you good chest support. Medium high panties ending just below the navel 
in order to cover what you don’t want to show.

Texturized Gingham bikini in blue and green tones. The halter top is featuring thick 
straps that provides you good chest support. Medium high panties ending just below 
the navel in order to cover what you don’t want to show.

Little boys 0-2 and 2-4 years old boxer that goes along with his mommy.

Little girls 0-2 and 2-4 years old ruffle briefs that goes along with his mommy.

Navy blue textured bikini with printed tulle details. Bandeau top with a detachable bow 
in the center of the chest and thin straps with a tunnel at the end providing you the 
option of passing the strap under the chest or tying them around the neck, whichever 
is more comfortable for you. Brazilian panties, option to put on the hip.

Printed tulle bikini in yellow, beige and brown tones. Multi position curtain top.
Sliding panties, so you can cover whatever you want.

Green printed tulle bikini. Top gathering in the center of the chest and thick straps
having off-white square pieces. Normal panties having off-white square pieces.


